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MagPro™ Elite Magnetic Privacy Screen Filter for Apple MacBook Air
(M2, 2022)

The perfect privacy screen for your Apple MacBook Air.

K58374WW

Product Description

For MacBook Air users who regularly switch between using a privacy screen filter for visual security and removing
it for collaborating with colleagues, the MagPro™ Elite Magnetic Privacy Screen Filter for Apple MacBook Air (M2,
2022) is the perfect privacy screen filter for you.

Designed for exceptional form, fit and function, the MagPro™ Elite Magnetic Privacy Screen Filter easily attaches
to the frame of your MacBook Air using embedded magnets, allowing full device closure and sleep mode
functionality, providing professional-grade privacy screen protection.

The privacy screen is an ideal choice for hybrid workers who want a simple solution for protecting onscreen data
from prying eyes, yet have the option to quickly attach or detach the privacy screen without damaging their device.

Working in the office, at home or remotely, the MagPro™ Elite Magnetic Privacy Screen for Apple MacBook Air
(M2, 2022) offers everything you need in a privacy screen filter.

Features

• Easily attaches to - or detaches from - the frame of the MacBook Air using embedded magnets. No setup or
potentially damaging adhesives required.

• Slim design allows the MacBook Air to completely close and enter sleep mode while the privacy screen filter is
attached. Also includes a webcam notch for an unhindered video conferencing experience.

• Privacy-focused viewing angle narrows the field of vision to ±30° to protect the information on your screen from
prying eyes and reduce the chances of a visual data breach in the office or in a public setting.

• Blue light reduction filter eases eye strain and reduces the chances of natural sleep pattern interruptions by
filtering out up to 30% of the monitor’s harmful blue light rays.

• Antimicrobial coating (applied to matte side only) prevents mildew and bacteria growth, which can cause stains
and odours on the film.

• Low reflective coating reduces glare from outside light sources for improved viewing clarity.

• Reversible viewing options provide a matte side to reduce glare and fingerprints and a glossy side to provide a
clearer view of the screen. Magnets make it simple to detach and reattach when switching sides to
accommodate different needs.

• 2-year limited warranty included.

Product information

Gross weight 0.30kg

Retail Packaging Information

Depth 360mm
Width 245mm
Height 20mm
Gross weight 0.20kg
UPC# 085896583745
Unit quantity 0

Shipping Information

Country of origin TW

General information

Colour Unknown


